Digital Matatus: Using Mobile Technology to Visualize Informality

“Big data” will not transform the world unless it is collated and synthesized into tools that can activate change.

INTRODUCTION
Access to data is essential for generating urban plans for rapidly developing cities in the global south, however it is often challenging to acquire. This is because it either does not exist or is tightly controlled by those in power.[1] However, data does exist—locked away in records of everyday interactions such as cell phones and credit card transactions. My research team, Digital Matatus, set out to test whether it is possible to capture this data by leveraging the ubiquitous nature of mobile technologies in developing countries, to collect data on an essential infrastructure, and open that data up for anyone to use. The results show that developing strategies that allow the public to interact with data through the creation of civic tools and visualizations helps to improve civic life while also helping to generate new planning strategies.

Focusing on Nairobi’s semi-formal bus system, or Matatus as they are commonly known, the project was not only successful in generating data but also in transforming it into tools that could be acquired by civic actors to develop urban change. Distributed using the open data standard GTFS, the local technology community used the data to develop mobile phone routing applications. Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) used it to develop Bus Rapid Transit Plans (BRT) plans. The downloadable paper transit map allowed Nairobi’s residents and the government to visualize, for the first time, the comprehensive system that serves their city, which generated a debate about its future amongst the various stakeholders. The implications of the research go beyond Kenya as it shows how we can leverage the power of “Big Data” to generate urban change through active data collection, data sharing and the development of visualizations and civic tools with that data.
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The Needs for Data in Developing Countries

Data is essential for developing infrastructure models, and one of the biggest challenges for transportation systems is acquiring data that accurately represents these systems. [2] Data for para-transit or semi-formal bus systems rarely exist. [3] This is particularly true in developing countries and makes it difficult for residents to know how to navigate their city, and, more importantly, makes it difficult for cities to know how to route and manage traffic flows.

Semi-formal transit, including Nairobi’s Matatus, often constitute the backbone of mass transit for the majority of citizens in the rapidly growing cities of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. [4] This is true in Nairobi, where the Matatus system is the main form of transit [5] serving over 3.1 million people in Nairobi metropolitan area on 130 routes. The Matatu system is run by hundreds of privately-owned companies licensed by Nairobi’s City Government. Matatus range from small vans that can hold up to 9-14 passengers to 32-seat vehicles. [6] Matatus often clog the already overstrained roadways and knowledge of the routes and schedules are essential for developing models of traffic flows as they represent a significant portion of the vehicles on the roadway.

Collecting data on semi-formal bus systems is challenging because hundreds of different operators individually set route and schedules. Governments are often unwilling to collect data on these systems as they find them too “chaotic” or do not want to sanction their existence by providing data. [7] Operators of semi-formal systems often collect data about the individual routes they provide, but the data is rarely shared with others since the information is primarily used to optimize their own business operations. [8] Often in analog form, these data sets are typically incomplete and hard to use for planning proposes.

At the onset of the project, data on Nairobi’s Matatus system was incomplete and difficult to use for planning purposes. The City Council records only identified 90 of the 130 routes. These government files, only noted the start and end location of the Matatus. Which made it difficult to know how the Matatu navigates the city and where a passenger might be able to find a stop. The research team found a stylized paper based map created in 2010 by Kenya Buzz, a Nairobi-based media company. [9] While informative, the map was no longer publicly available, and the data used to create it was never released. While performing our work we found several incomplete sources of the data collected by private actors; however, none were usable for developing a comprehensive data set. [10]

Using Mobile Technology to Collect Transport Data

Research studies in which cell phone users actively collect data on their mobile devices have greater potential for use in planning urban infrastructure as the collector owns the data and can decide how it will be distributed. Investigations into the geo-locative capabilities of cell phone records to develop data on transit flows have been successful, but acquiring this data from telecommunication companies is extremely difficult because of privacy concerns. [11] Other research projects have used the geo-registration provided by mobile devices to capture transit data on formal systems, but the majority of these projects look at capacity and transit flows. [12] Often used to evaluate existing routes or identify unserved communities they rarely identify the location of transit infrastructure.

Few projects use cell phones to capture the route location of the transit infrastructure by asking study participants to crowd source the location of vehicles in real-time on formal transit systems. [13] Some formal transit agencies have
modeled routes by attaching GPS devices to transit vehicles. Several Matatu operators in Nairobi have tested this method. However, the data is limited to the routes they operate, is not consistent, and is rarely shared. [15] Active collection projects have been more successful for planning purposes but have not been applied to semi-formal systems in a comprehensive way, our research project set out to test the ability to collect data for an entirely unmapped system.

THE UBIQUITOUS USE OF CELL PHONES IN NAIROBI

Cell phones are widely used in Nairobi. They provide essential services such as buying products, transferring funds, and providing health education. The development of these kinds of cell phone applications has exploded in Africa, and Kenya has become a center for some of these developments. [16] One of the biggest exports is the M-Pesa application, which allows users to send cell phone minutes for payment of everything from a cup of coffee to tickets to a movie. M-Pesa was started in 2007 by Safaricom, the local telecommunications network. After two years of operation, M-Pesa had adopted 8.5 million Kenyan users and transferred US $3.7 billion in funds (equivalent to 10 percent of Kenyan’s GDP) through the system. [17] In sub-Saharan Africa, there are ten times as mobile phones as mobile phones and between 2002 and 2007 cell phone subscriptions have increased by 49 percent annually while in Europe the increase has only been 17 percent. [18] Our research project sought to test whether we could leverage the widespread use of cell phones in cities like Nairobi to collect essential data for planning.

COLLECTING THE DATA ON THE MATATU SYSTEM

While data collection is still ongoing, the initial process was performed during 2012-2013 in coordination with our research team, which was comprised of a partnership between the University of Nairobi School of Computing and Informatics, Columbia Universities Earth Institute, and Groupshot. The process involved identifying the current routes; developing technology to collect data on the Matatu system.
Once transformed into this common standard, the data was geo-registered data on routes and stops; translating the data in the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS); developing unique numeric identifiers necessary for the specification; validating the data with the local transit community; and ultimately openly releasing the data by posting it on the GTFS Exchange.

Working with our team at the University of Nairobi, we tested and modified various mobile applications for data collection. Tool development was based in Nairobi to ensure that the technology would work on local mobile devices and cell networks and would remain a local resource. The team modified an open source mobile application to perform the data collection, developing a unique interface. [19] The application allowed University of Nairobi students riding the Matatus to collect latitude and longitude data trails of the Matatu routes. When the Matatus made a stop, they used the mobile tool to mark the stop and generate a unique identifier for use in the GTFS data protocol. Students collected the data by riding the Matatus, but in some of the more dangerous areas in Nairobi they followed the Matatus in a private car.

Once collected, the route data was translated into the GTFS data specification. This specification was chosen to help facilitate the development of mobile applications since many open-source transit applications already use this data specification as their base. The GTFS data specification was developed in 2005 by Portland’s Tri-Met transit agency in partnership with Google. [20] This format is now widely used by transit agencies across the world to openly share their data and is the basis for transit routing directions provided by Google Maps. The openness with which GTFS data is distributed has encouraged its use for transit applications beyond trip planning by creating tools to improve transit operations and planning overall. [21] Once transformed into this common standard, the data was
uploaded to the GTFS exchange, a common repository for openly sharing GTFS data; anyone can use the site to download the data our team created for Nairobi. [22]

One of the biggest challenges of the project was modifying the GTFS specification to semi-formal transit since it was initially developed for more formalized systems with less chaotic scheduling and fare changes. However, storing the data in GTFS proved beneficial as it allowed the local technology community to easily generate mobile applications as detailed information was provided for the protocol.

**VISUALIZING THE DATA: PUTTING THE MATATU SYSTEM ON THE MAP**

The GTFS data, when plotted in the map in its raw form, was too complex to read. The mess of latitude and longitude points representing overlapping routes and stops was hard to comprehend. Order was given to this complex network using the visual language of traditional subway maps seen in Paris, London, and New York. The map structured the Matatu data, and the visual cues provided by the style of organized transit systems made map readers contextualize Nairobi’s Matatus as one organized system.

Maps are powerful as they can expose a system or idea by clearly representing it, thereby giving it a form of legitimacy. [23] Nairobi’s Matatus mostly follow the few main road corridors heading out of the city’s center with routes splitting off onto smaller tributaries as they move away from the city. In the map, each corridor’s routes were grouped and color coded, as seen on more formal transit systems. Identifying major stops and points of interest including parks, airports, and landmarks allowed users to position themselves on the visualization.

Figure 4: Back of the official Matatu map of Nairobi developed by the project team. This image shows the location matrix which allowed users to more easily find the route they needed.

Image Credit: Sarah Williams and Wenfei Xu
A legend, inset map, and matrix that matched routes with landmarks was included in the stylized map. The legend helped to associate colors with route numbers and to indicate the start and end location of all routes. The complexity of the Matatu stations in the city center made an inset map of this area essential. The matrix became the most useful addition to the composition as it mimicked the way people navigate the city—using landmarks instead of numeric addresses. The Matrix was constructed by listing the name of every landmark in the city and the Matatu routes that went to them. This allowed users to find their route in much the same way they would ask for directions.

**OPERATIONALIZING THE DATA:**
Transforming data into a meaningful tool for urban development needs civic actors that trust the data and can see potential for its use. Data development projects are useful, but it is not until the data is leveraged for change that it generates value. Throughout the data collection process, the research team engaged the local transit community through a series of workshops. These outreach activities sought advice from the various organizations, allowed them to participate in the data collection, provided information on how the data would be released, and ultimately created trust in the data and its creation so that it could be readily adopted.

Workshops were held in coordination with the Kenya Institute for Public Policy Analysis (KIPPRA), Kenya’s primary government think tank tasked with transport modeling. Workshop participants included members of the government, academia, the head of the Matatus Owners Association, Matatu operators and drivers, NGOs, and the local technology community. The University of Nairobi also held a “hackathon” using the data to encourage the development of civic application by the private sector technology community. [24] This collaboration was successful in gaining support from the government, the Matatus owners and, perhaps more importantly, for engaging the technology community in developing applications that use the data.

One of the most powerful moments of the stakeholder collaboration was our team’s presentation of the stylized transit map. The transit community was able to see the data we collected with their own eyes, and the visualization instantly generated a debate about its use. The Matatus operators used the maps as a planning tool. Conversations with them helped us to identify routes that we missed in the collection process. However, more time was spent on discussing under served neighborhoods, which were clearly identified in the visualization, and the potential for developing new routes in the areas.

When the Kenyan government saw the data visualized, they began to think of themselves as co-owners and made the visualization the official Matatu map of the city. Until the maps were presented, government officials appeared disinterested in the data collection process and primarily played a listeners’ role in the workshops. The visualization allowed them to see the potential of the data to create positive interaction with the public. The Ministry of Transport held a press conference releasing the visualization as the official Matatu map of the city. The forum created a debate between the government, the transport community, and the public about the future of the Matatus system. Participants questioned the government about how they would respond to necessary services changes using the map as a tool. After the press event, the downloadable maps went viral on social media and large versions were printed in local newspapers allowing
everyone to access the data we created.

The local technology community saw the potential of the data before it was visualized and developed two mobile applications using the data before the map was officially released. Laban Okune developed Ma3Route, a mobile app that provided routing information using the data as a base. The tool allows users to share real-time, crowd-sourced data about Matatu route changes, accidents, and traffic congestion. Ma3Route is widely used in Nairobi and won the Kenya’s Vision 2030 ICT Innovation award in April of 2014. Sonar is another routing application developed by Jeremy Gordon of Flashcast.

UN-Habitat/Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP) used the data as the basis for creating the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Service Plans for the city. The data allowed them to identify the location of existing routes along potential BRT service lines proposed for the Thika highway corridor. It also allowed them to identify the location of overlapping routes, showing the potential for other BRT lines in the city.

The conversations generated during the engagement process allowed stakeholders to come together, edit the data, and generate a debate on how the data could be leveraged to create change in the city. These conversations were essential for operationalizing the data to develop important changes to an infrastructure most citizens depend upon.

GIVING MEANING TO DATA

Leveraging “big data” to develop informed urban strategies often needs active data collection, data sharing, and ultimately the synthesis of data into visualizations and civic tools. The Digital Matatus project shows that anyone can leverage mobile technology to capture hard-to-find data, transform that data into representations that can expose informal systems, and use the data and its visualizations to help develop conversations for the future of infrastructure development.

Figure 5: Identify locations for new Matatu routes with transit stakeholders in Nairobi.
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Collecting data outside formal channels is often essential for developing strategies for the creation of urban infrastructure. While data may exist in the hands of the government, cell phone operators, or private organizations, it is often hard to acquire this information. This is particularly true for informal systems. Semi-formal transit systems are the primary form of transit in most cities in the developing world, and the tools and methodologies developed through this research project can be used to capture data anywhere these systems exist.

Data visualizations are powerful vehicles for generating debate and evidence for planning strategies. The stylized transit maps developed by the project allowed the government to engage in conversations with the public. Nairobi’s Matatu operators, who are currently the de-facto planners of the systems, used the map to identify and develop new routes for the system. Most importantly, the citizens of Nairobi now have vital information for navigating their city.

Development and dissemination of data needs to be inclusive and open in order to allow multiple civic actors to trust the data for their research. By engaging the transit community and opening the data up for anyone to use, the project was able to generate new products and tools for planning, including the development of mobile applications for citizens and the development of new transportation projects in the form of BRT lines.

This unprecedented growth of data has generated excitement about using it to reshape the way we live. However, “Big Data” will not change the world unless it can be acquired and transformed into visualizations and civic tools that can be operationalized by governments, designers, and other civic actors to advocate and develop urban change. The Digital Matatus project provides an example of how we can use big data to developed necessary changes to the urban environment.
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